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About This Game

Follow the daily struggle of Hitoshi, a young medical doctor, who returns to work after a serious accident only to find out that
things are no longer the way they used to be.
Humor, drama and supernatural events ensue.

Oh, and there's also romance in the air...

Get to know your coworkers and solve the dark mystery of Lovefield General!

GAME FEATURES:

male protagonist

5 female love interests

6 different endings

5+ hours of gameplay
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It's one of those unique games that won't be forgotten.

9\/10 though since I did this IRL and broke my knee.... Very fun game, definitely worth a few bucks to support an innovative
indie who polishes games before dropping them on the public!. Awesome fun in multiplayer mode. Hours of creative battles
with your friends.

Rating:10/10 would bazooka your face again.. Good kid game!. A cute little game, with solid platforming and controls. It's a bit
sparse at the moment, and there are a few bugs to iron out, but if you see this game on sale absolutely pick it up!. Start by
watching the recap video then check your Steam Video Library for all the player profiles.. sooper dooper cool. I'm giving this a
negative reccomendation, but also suggesting if you really want this... get it while it is really cheap on sale.

To be completely honest... the game is competent at best of being a sidescrolling shooter.
It is short, about an hour, has a variety of weapons that differ just enough to warrant them, and the shooting itself isn't too bad.
The most glaring issues are the overpowered stunlocks that can screw you over on higher difficulties, the sheer volume of
enemies that are thrown at you at times (stacked on top of the stunlocking), and especially a couple bosses that basically are all
about stunlocking you (see a pattern here?). After a bit, you will bunnyhop as often as possible to avoid this problem (or at least,
try to, it can still get you.
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New Review:]
Senran Kagura Burst Re:Newal is a good remake of the classic DS game although it has less difficulty, and makes some things
differently. It also gives the people who only play the PS4 ports a chance to see the beginning of the story and a better insight of
the background of the original cast.
Although the game is quite ecchi this is not the reason why you play so long: It's the fast and fun gameplay and it's quite
challenging on hard.

The Good Stuff:
+ Good Graphics
+ Fast paced Gameplay
+ Cool Boss Fights
+ Oppai
+ Hidden Mid-Boss Fights
+ Cool DLC which is not overprized (in fact many of them were available for free)
+ Burst mode visuals when finishing enemies
+ Developers which listen to their users and improved the game
+ The game was buggy at start, but problems are mostly solved due to the hard work of the dev team.
+ The Miyabi Campaign: Miyabi was never one of my favorites but the campaign for her was really good. It gave a good insight
in the story befor SV and EV and gave the character so much more depth. Kudos to the devs!

The not so good Stuff:
- The levels were just taken from EV versus and regarding the fact that that the voices were already recorded and the story was
written in the original games already existed+ the character models were already given from EV it feel the price feels sometimes
like a rip-off
- The Burst mode is too strong and the possibility to lean it after maximizing Yin-Yang from the original is missing
- Too easy compared to the originals
- The secret growth medicine is just unnecessary, especially since characters can only grow to level 50. Either remove it or make
max level higher to give it more sense. Also the level 3 Yang skill to get more growth medicine seems just wasted.
- No multiplayer and no other option to set up AI battles.
- Needs some tweaking when playing on Linux contrary to the other SK games
- The Yumi campaign: [Warning! Soft Spoilers ahead! Please skip if neede] The Yumi campaign was feeled completely out of
place and was completely contradictory to the main story. I had the feeling the devs wanted to portray Yumi as the nice
understanding girl in her prequel story to SV, although she was a zealot at the beginning of SV and got soft later. So instead of
giving her good reasons to become the radical she was when SV began they tried to make her much softer, and this didn't work
for for me + Kurokage was already dead in the prequel story although he died in SV stopping the radical Yumi. Contrary to the
Miyabi story this completely doesn't fit It was still fun to play though!

The really bad stuff:
Nothing

[Old Review:]
A must have for newbies and old fans of the Senran Kagura Franchise!
As a player of the original on Nintendo DS I think it's a solid remake.

+ Good graphics (better than Estival Versus)
+ Fast paced gameplay
+ New intro videos
+ original soundtrack
+ enemies with new and funny animations
+ new ninja room design where one can watch the characters
+ nice DLCs which are not overpriced and partially free to download (contrary to PBS)
+ DLCs from the older games are ported into this title.
+ Finally some title with focus on the original cast again. I don't dislike Yumi, but I like the originl cast more.

- A little bit buggy. On Linux I had some trouble making it work. I already posted an entry on ProtonDB what to do. Fortunately
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the issues are minor but they make the game unplayable at first. One has to create the folder for the save games manually and
disable esynch to make it work. Fortunately patch 1.01 fixed already some problems.
- Sometimes a little bit too easy for my taste. I think burst mode is too powerful.
- The level designs are reused from EV. A little bit lack of creativity here.
- Fewer options in the dressing room.
- If a ninja is stripped down they suddenly get back their underwear in the following scenes, Changes in the dressing room aren't
carried over to the characters in the ninja room.. I'm so glad there's people like Charlie Knight out there that keep up the good
tradition of British programmers to produce insaely colorful and difficult shoot'em ups. Small price, small download, honest
twin-stick shooting fun. Just like Jeff Minter at his best.. After chapter 1 of the entente, the game crash back to desktop. :o(.
awesome game. The AC1 remake i didn't know i needed. Fun, frantic, fantastic roguelike flight shooter. Definitely worth it.. It's
unique, entertaining and fun. This review I'm writing slightly ahead of when I normally would primarily since I'm doing this
game single player, and this game is VERY HARD single player. This game is very obviously designed with multiplayer in
mind. And the levels and difficulty reflect that. This is a game I highly recommend to play if you have a few friends over, but
not really if you are on your own.. This game is HORRIFYING. The mood and atmosphere have me on the edge of my seat, the
approach to permadeath is very interesting, the mechanics are very simple and tight, and the way the hive changes as you play is
really cool. Boss battles have me ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ my pants, especially after a few shots on them, the paranoia effects in the
game kick in. I've only managed to get two crystals home so far, but dang am i having fun. OK I give up. How do you turn on
the light for night work?. Utter garbage on Linux (Ubuntu 15.10). Game begins to stutter and become unresponsive seconds into
starting, and eventually either freezes or you get a network error. Horrible.
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